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Abstract

Fallopia japonica (Japanese knotweed) is an aggressively invasive herbaceous peren-

nial that causes substantial economic and environmental damage in the United

Kingdom (UK). As such, it is of considerable concern to councils, environmental

groups, private landowners and property developers. We construct a 3D correlated

random walk model of the development of the subterranean rhizome network for a

single stand of F. japonica. The formulation of this model uses detailed knowledge

of the morphology and physiology of the plant, both of which differ in the UK to

that of its native habitat due to factors including a lack of predation and compe-

tition, longer growth seasons and favourable environmental conditions in the UK.

Field data obtained as a part of this study are discussed and used in the model for

parameterisation and validation. The simulation captures the field data well and
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predicts, for example, quadratic growth in time for the stand area. Furthermore,

the role of a selection of parameters on long-term stand development are discussed,

highlighting some key factors affecting vegetative spread rates.

Key words: Japanese knotweed, Fallopia japonica (Houtt.) Ronse Decraene,

correlated random walk, rhizome morphology, clonal plant, simulation, invasive

alien weed

1 Introduction

Fallopia japonica (Houtt.) Ronse Decraene (Japanese knotweed) is an aggres-

sively invasive alien weed in the United Kingdom (UK) (Child and Wade,

2000; de Waal, 2001). Native to Japan, the plant was introduced to the UK in

1825 (Beerling et al., 1994; Child and Wade, 2000), becoming naturalised in

1886 (Conolly, 1977). The plant has since become a major problem, both eco-

logically and economically, throughout the UK and the rest of its introduced

range. The problems caused by F. japonica are many and varied. It has been

described in the past as the most invasive plant in Britain (Crawley, 1987;

Child and Wade, 1999) and impacts on native flora and habitats, increases

flood risk, causes physical damage to buildings and property, obstructs public

access and even affects sites of archaeological interest (Child and Wade, 2000).

The damage that F. japonica can cause in the UK has led to considerable

interest from a wide variety of parties including councils, private landown-

ers, property developers and environmental groups, particularly in methods of

managing the plant. On a broader horizon, its invasive nature throughout its

introduced range has led to the plant becoming a problem throughout Europe,

Australia, New Zealand and North America. This has resulted in a wealth of
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legislation being passed to regulate the handling and disposal of the plant. For

example, in the UK it is an offence under the 1981 Wildlife and Countryside

Act to plant or otherwise cause to grow the plant in the wild (Child and Wade,

2000). However, despite the serious and costly problems it creates, funding for

the treatment of sites infested with F. japonica remains difficult to obtain.

There is also a need to promote the consequences of procrastination to owners

and developers of land when it comes to the timely removal of an infestation

from their property. Thus, a tool that could demonstrate the future costs of

not treating these sites immediately by illustrating the plant’s rapid and prob-

lematic spread or that could assess the effects of herbicide treatment would

be widely welcomed in the promotion of the problem and the prioritisation of

sites for treatment. In the UK, the primary mode of spread of F. japonica is

vegetative growth which it achieves via the development of extensive subter-

ranean rhizome networks. In this paper we present a 3D correlated random

walk model for the development of a rhizome network in the UK.

F. japonica is a rhizomatous perennial giant herb (Child and Wade, 1999)

which spreads primarily, in the UK, via vegetative growth of the subter-

ranean rhizome system, but also from stem fragments (Brock and Wade, 1992;

de Waal, 2001). These rhizomes (strictly underground stems) send out roots

and shoots from their nodes and can extend up to 7 m away from a main

stand (group of individual plants growing in close proximity) and up to 2 m

deep (Child and Wade, 2000). F. japonica has the ability to reproduce both

sexually (requiring a male and female plant) and vegetatively in its native

range. However, genetic analysis of all British F. japonica plants observed

to date has confirmed that, within the British Isles, the population is clonal

(Hollingsworth and Bailey, 2000). Pysek (1997) suggested that clonal plants
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often make poor invaders since specialised seed dispersal structures represent

an advantage for seeds over vegetative propagules. A seed is more resistant

to frost, desiccation and mechanical damage than most vegetative propagules

(fragments of stem or rhizome) and for this reason a vegetative propagule

may be less effective in dispersal. However, Pysek (1997) also observed that

clonal plants made up 60% of the deliberately introduced alien flora of Auck-

land, New Zealand compared to 40% of accidental introductions. It would

appear that, in terms of establishment, clonal plants have an advantage over

non-clonal plants where deliberate introductions are made. The traits of an

invasive plant which provide some prediction of invasion success have been

widely discussed (Crawley, 1987, 1989; di Castri et al., 1990; Mack, 1986; Py-

sek et al., 1995). Child (1999) showed that F. japonica satisfies many of these

criteria in that it is perennial, has rapid growth, is a strong competitor and

is capable of reproducing vegetatively. As is evident in the field, the dispersal

of vegetative propagules due to the action of water and transportation by hu-

man activities has resulted in F. japonica becoming a very successful invasive

species, despite being clonal in nature.

There is a large amount of additional literature on F. japonica covering ar-

eas including the ecology of the plant (Beerling et al., 1994; Child and Wade,

2000), its reproductive strategies and capabilities (Brock and Wade, 1992;

Beerling et al., 1994; Brock et al., 1995; Hollingsworth and Bailey, 2000;

de Waal, 2001; Price et al., 2002; Forman and Kesseli, 2003), management

techniques and their effectiveness (Child and de Waal, 1997; Seiger and Mer-

chant, 1997; Child et al., 1998; Dawson and Holland, 1999; Brabec and Pysek,

2000; Hathaway, 2000; Child et al., 2001; Green, 2003), the importance of scale

in the interpretation of distribution maps and model output (Collingham et al.,
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2000; Hulme, 2003; Thuiller et al., 2003), its effects on riparian habitats (Py-

sek and Prach, 1993; Dawson and Holland, 1999; Tickner et al., 2001) and its

genetic makeup and hybridisation (Beerling et al., 1994; Hollingsworth et al.,

1998; Kim and Park, 2000). There is also a growing amount of data on the

distribution of the plant throughout the British Isles collected for or by groups

such as the City and Council of Swansea, the Cornwall Knotweed Forum and

the Environment Agency. However, despite increasing interest and literature

on the plant, there are few papers on the mathematical modelling of the spa-

tial spread of F. japonica. Most of these are concerned with its advance on

a regional, national or continental scale (see, for example, Beerling (1993);

Beerling et al. (1995); Collingham et al. (2000)). There seems to be only one

example of modelling the spread on a local scale, namely Adachi et al. (1996b),

yet it is at this scale that the modelling would be most useful to many inter-

ested parties. In Adachi et al. (1996b), a two-dimensional stochastic model

for the development of a rhizome network on Japanese plants in their native

range is constructed. Their model is similar in principle to the one presented

herein and uses field data gathered from the slopes of Mount Fuji to build

a model based on a number of iterated rules. However, there are a number

of issues that somewhat limit the applicability of Adachi et al.’s model to F.

japonica in the UK:

(1) The field data from Mount Fuji that the model of Adachi et al. was based

upon is not applicable to the UK problem for two main reasons: firstly,

their fieldwork was carried out on Reynoutria japonica (syn. F. japon-

ica) that was actually closer in nature to F. japonica var. compacta (N.

Adachi, personal communication, 1997), the morphology and physiology

of which contrasts markedly to the F. japonica var. japonica considered in
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this UK study; secondly, the environmental conditions are much harsher

for the plant in Japan than in the UK. For example, Bailey (2003) has

shown that altitude affects the plant’s growth significantly (due to a con-

traction of the growth period). There is also a much greater incidence

of predation from invertebrates, such as chrysomelid beetles, sawfly and

Japanese swift moth larvae (Bailey, 2003), and fungi such as some Puc-

cinia species and Phyllosticta rayoutina (Child and Wade, 2000). This

may be one reason why the size of the plant and its growth habit in the

UK differ to those in its native range; in Britain and Northern Europe, F.

japonica stems may grow up to 3 m tall and form densely packed crowns

at their base, but Japanese stands tend to consist of sparse, single, much

shorter stems (Bailey, 2003).

(2) A key feature of Adachi et al.’s model is the formation of central die-

back that is primarily driven by the growth pattern of the rhizome sys-

tem (Adachi et al., 1996a), forming a rough annulus of aerial stems; this

feature has not been recorded in UK plants.

(3) Some of the modelling assumptions made in Adachi et al. (1996b) do

not hold for the UK problem including: it is well-known that crowns in

the UK have a lifespan that far exceeds the 5 years assumed in Adachi

et al.’s work (one possible explanation for the lack of central die-back

formation); observations from this study show that for the UK strain

not every rhizome produces a crown; rhizome segments are not generally

straight (see Figure 1); and there is no observed increase in rhizome length

with branching order (see later).

(4) Rhizomes can grow up to 2 m deep (Child and Wade, 2000), circumnavi-

gating obstacles such as walls and building foundations. This means that

a two-dimensional model such as that proposed by Adachi et al. is limited
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in its usefulness for such cases and is the main reason why we adopt a

three-dimensional approach to modelling the rhizome network.

Fig. 1. An example of the extreme changes possible in the direction of growth of a

rhizome segment in the UK. Image width approximately 15 cm.

Given the differences in the plant’s behaviour between its native and intro-

duced range, it is necessary to construct a model that is more relevant to the

conditions and plant physiology found in the UK. Like Adachi et al., we fo-

cus on the growth of the subterranean rhizome network since the location and

spread of the stems is a direct consequence of the development of this network.

However, in order to do so it is necessary to have a thorough understanding

of the network’s morphology and physiology. At present there exists very lit-

tle data on the behaviour of the rhizomes beneath the soil, besides work on

genetics and chemical content, yet the ‘clonal growth parameters’ (rhizome

segment lengths, branching angles and number of daughters) have a critical

impact on the way in which rhizomatous plant species grow in terms of size

and shape (Cain, 1990). To address this issue, field data were obtained for use
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in the parameterisation of the model: this will be discussed in Section 2. In

Section 3 we present a 3D correlated random walk model for the development

of a rhizome network in the UK strain. The results are analysed in Section 4

and conclusions drawn in Section 5.

2 Field Data

The use of field data for both validation and parameterisation is very impor-

tant for the modelling in later sections. As criteria for suitable sites, stands

were sought that were i) located in a representative environment and ii) free

of the influence of management (some techniques of which can actually as-

sist the development of the plant if not applied correctly or if application is

terminated prematurely). Two suitable sites were studied.

2.1 Survey 1

The first site was selected primarily for rhizome network extraction and con-

sisted of a large stand of F. japonica (approximately 200 m2 in area) in a

woodland/road verge habitat near Penhallick in Cornwall (Tab. 1). It con-

tained a dense thicket of old, dead canes from previous years and abundant

evidence of new stem growth from the present year’s growth season. The char-

acteristic bright-red/pink buds and stems, ranging from ground level to over

30 cm in height, could be seen throughout the stand. A number of associated

plant species were present within the stand including Hemlock Water Drop-

wort (Oenanthe crocata), Hart’s Tongue Fern (Phyllitis scolopendrium), Ivy

(Hedera helix ) and Hard Fern (Blechnum spicant).
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General Site Information

Date of Survey 23rd Feb 2004

O.S. National Grid Reference 204/774180

Location Penhallick, Cornwall, UK

Longitude 50:01:15N (50.0207)

Latitude 5:06:29W (-5.1081)

Altitude Approx. 70 m above sea-level

Average Temp. (Feb)* 3.5–8.5◦C

Average Temp. (Annual)* 7.9–13.3◦C

Habitat Type Woodland/Road verge

Soil Type Loam plus dumped items including

slate, bottles, domestic china and a

variety of metal objects

Approximate Stand Area 200 m2

Table 1

General information about the chosen study site. * Data taken from nearest weather

station (St. Mawgan) on the Meteorological Office website (http://www.met-

office.gov.uk).

The specific area designated for rhizome extraction was a smaller zone on

the periphery of the main stand, consisting of several smaller crowns that

were thought likely to be interlinked by a continuous and traceable rhizome
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network (Fig. 2). The topsoil was a loam but buried within it was a large

quantity of slate, rubble, bottles, domestic china and a variety of metallic

objects, suggesting that the stand may well have originated from dumped

household material. This is a common occurrence in infested areas.

Fig. 2. A sketch map of the site. Crown 0 is the oldest crown in the chain and con-

nects to the main stand as shown by the dotted line. Single stems are marked with

an ‘X’ and the feathered arrow marks the downhill direction. Distances of nearby

crowns (A–J) were 0.45 m, 0.40 m, 0.27 m, 0.80 m, 0.40 m, 1.60 m, 1.60 m, 0.60 m,

1.00 m and 0.90 m, respectively. A–J also represent the network’s connectivity.

Heights of the previous year’s stems ranged from 1.3–2 m.

Prior to unearthing the rhizome network, some surface measurements were

taken: the density of new stem growth in the main stand was determined using

quadrat surveys, a transect of the stand was taken counting the incidence of

crowns and some nearest-neighbour crown separations were obtained along

with stem dimensions.

Following these surface observations the rhizome network itself was unearthed

layer by layer by carefully ‘cutting’ the system out of the soil with a pressure-

washer. This method had the advantage of enabling the extraction of entire
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sections of the network intact whilst minimising the damage to them. Figure 3

shows an example of a small part of such a network section.

Fig. 3. An example of part of a network sample. Image width approx. 90 cm.

Samples were taken away, cleaned and the network reconstructed as far as

possible. Various morphological properties of the network were then measured

including:

• If the rhizome morphology was sufficiently clear, the relationship between

two connected segments was recorded (see Fig. 4). A ‘daughter’ segment

stems from one of the lateral buds of its ‘parent’, whereas a ‘continuation’

segment is the post-branching point continuation of the parent segment.

• Segment Length. Here, a segment is the part of the rhizome between two

branching points or between a terminus and a branching point. Only those

with unbroken tips and bases were included in the statistical analyses.

• Branching Angle. The angle at which a daughter segment branched from

its parent.

Also recorded, where possible, were the internode length, segment diameter,
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a b

cSource Crown

Fig. 4. Segment ‘a’ is a primary rhizome segment coming from a source crown. It is

also the parent of the continuation and daughter segments, ‘b’ and ‘c’ respectively.

branching direction, segment depth, the number of buds along a segment and

the distance between them, crown diameter, the height of old stems, the num-

ber of previous stems from each crown and the distance between them, and

the number of existing buds on each crown (both dormant and active).

Figure 5 shows the distribution of segment lengths found in our data. We note

that direct comparison with the equivalent data from Adachi et al. (1996b) is

not possible here due to contrasting definitions. Whilst the maximum segment

length observed was 81.1 cm, about 95% of the data is actually within the

0.6–41 cm range. The longer outliers of 72.8, 75.3 and 81.1 cm were those

connected directly to a crown and whose path led to other crowns eventually.

It is clear from the distribution that segment lengths tended to be much shorter

than this in general with the modal group being the 0–5 cm group. No clear

relationship between the length of a parent rhizome and either its continuation

or a daughter rhizome was found, constituting direct evidence that increasing

length with branching order is not a valid assumption for F. japonica in the

UK.

Figure 6 shows the branching angles from our data (black) and compares

them with the corresponding distributions obtained by Adachi et al. (1996b)

(grey) for R. japonica. Clearly these contrast greatly, highlighting one of the
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Fig. 5. The relative frequency distribution of segment lengths from the field data.

For n = 154 samples, a mean length of 12.94 cm with a standard deviation σ = 13.90

and a range of 0.6–81.1 cm was found.

morphological differences between the two varieties. Most of the angles in their

work were between 30–50◦. However, the modal group for the branching angles

for F. japonica on this site was 5–15◦. There were also many smaller and 90◦

angles recorded, whereas Adachi et al. found few of either. A χ2 test yields

χ2 = 26.3463 (9 degrees of freedom) so that with p ≤ 0.01, we can state with

99% confidence that the difference in the distributions between the data in

this study and that of Adachi et al. is statistically significant.

In addition, our data show that rhizome branching angles and segment lengths

were not correlated over time, either with themselves or each other. These

are key assumptions of a random walk model and therefore it is reasonable

to consider their selection in the model as a series of random draws from the

frequency distributions shown. We note that modifying the code to incorporate
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Fig. 6. The distribution for branching angles obtained from our field data is shown

here in black. Here, n = 98 samples had a mean of 40.87◦ with σ = 25.20 and a range

of 6–90◦. The corresponding data from Adachi et al. is shown in grey for comparison.

In general, segment lengths were found to be much shorter in this survey than that

of Adachi et al.

more data is a straightforward process.

Some other results which may be of more general interest include 1437 sam-

ples of internode lengths yielding a mean of 2.04 cm with standard deviation

1.17 cm and a range of 0.3–8.7 cm, and 229 segment diameter samples yielding

a mean of 0.62 cm with standard deviation 0.40 cm and a range of 0.2–2.2 cm.

2.2 Survey 2

An investigation of crown densities and rhizome extension rates was carried

out at a second stand in Shepshed (Leicestershire). Given that crowns may
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grow to become very large in size, crowding can become an important factor in

the plant’s crown formation strategy and is therefore an essential component

to include in any modelling. The crown density is thus an indicator of how

important this crowding is. The area of the convex hull (which can be viewed

as the shape made by an ‘elastic band’ stretched around the stand) defined by

the stand’s constituent crowns and the number of crowns this encapsulated

were recorded. A stand area of 55.74 m2 contained 79 crowns, 19 of which

made up the convex hull. This gives a crown density of 1.417 crowns per

square metre including perimeter crowns, or 1.076 crowns per square metre

using the internal crowns only. We therefore choose an internal crown density

of 1.08 crowns per square metre to act as a benchmark for model validation.

This survey was carried out during November, at the end of the plant’s growth

season. This meant that the current year’s rhizome growth was still identifiable

by its white, fleshy appearance and soft texture (see Child and Wade (2000)).

A section of the stand was unearthed and samples of this new growth were

collected, cleaned and measured. Their lengths give an idea of typical growth

lengths for a single growth season, a crucial parameter for the models. A

sample size of 17 yielded a mean segment length of 17.37 cm with a standard

deviation of 9.22 cm and a mean segment diameter of 0.34 cm with a standard

deviation of 0.1 cm. The new growth was found to have 131 clearly defined

internode samples, yielding a mean internode length of 1.74 cm with a standard

deviation of 0.95 cm.
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3 A Correlated Random Walk Model

In this section we develop a 3D correlated random walk (CRW) model to

describe the subterranean rhizome network development. Random walks are

discrete-time stochastic processes consisting of a sequence of discrete steps in

random directions at each time-step. For simple random walks, the selected

direction at any given time-step is independent of any previous choices of di-

rection. In contrast, a correlated random walk changes direction in subsequent

time-steps randomly, but with bounded range dependent on the previous di-

rection of travel. Such an approach has been used to model butterfly (Kareiva

and Shigesada, 1983) and amoeboid movement (Hall, 1977) as well as a num-

ber of other species of animal. Cain (1990) was the first to apply this type of

model to the vegetative spread of clonal plants. He constructed a CRW model

in 2D for the development of a rhizome network in the old-field perennial

Solidago altissima (goldenrod), the parameter values of which were obtained

directly from field studies. Here we take a similar approach but construct a

three-dimensional CRW model with a number of additional features for the

development of F. japonica rhizome networks.

Rhizomes can grow up to 2 m deep (Child and Wade, 2000), meaning that

their vertical growth can play as important a part in the development of the

network as the horizontal growth; for example, in overcoming obstacles in the

plant’s path such as walls or roads that might typically affect growth patterns

at this scale. Additionally, in agreement with the observations of Adachi et al.

(1996a) our data show no crowns developing below 30 cm from the surface. It

is thus necessary that the model can accommodate this key feature of the rhi-

zome’s development and we use this assumption to impose a limit on the depth
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at which crowns may form. Furthermore, the field data feature significantly in

the model and in many cases these data by their very nature implicate the use

of a three dimensional model. For example, the segment lengths are purely the

length of a segment, not the distance in the x-y plane that the segment tip

was separated from its base. This is also true of the branching angles which

were measured relative to their parent segment, not a fixed 2D axis. The use

of three dimensions allows us to use these data, thereby making the model

closer to the biology. Other important properties of the plant that should also

be included in the model are the erratic changes in direction that rhizomes

make, the formation of crowns to facilitate the extension of the network, typ-

ical branching angles and segment lengths, and a range of other empirically

determined physiological parameters.

In the application of the CRW model, a series of rules and events are carried

out at each step of a discrete-time simulation. Table 2 details the standard

parameter values, some of which were extracted from the field data. The sim-

ulations focus on the development of a stand of F. japonica from a single

pioneering rhizome fragment to a full system of mature crowns interconnected

by a growing and branching rhizome network. The main rules of the model

are:

(1) For the initial condition, we have a crown formed at the origin which

produces a fixed number of primary rhizomes. A radius is randomly cho-

sen for a circular region surrounding it from a look-up table generated

from the field data on nearest neighbouring crown separations. This forms

an area surrounding the crown which represents a region subject to in-

traspecific competition, denied light by leaf cover and suffering impaired

generation of new stems due to ground litter, thereby recreating a simple
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Parameter Std. Value Comments

Rhizome extension per year, l 0.174 m From fieldwork

Nearest-neighbour crown separations 0.17–1.44 cm From fieldwork

Trans-network crown trigger length, d 0.8611 cm From fieldwork

Primary segments from new crowns, r 2 From fieldwork

Probability of forming a crown, c 0.0145 Estimate

Maximum Gravelius branching order, γ 3 From fieldwork

Maximum crown formation depth, hc 30 cm From fieldwork

Maximum deviation of growing tips, δ 20◦ Estimate

Min. depth limit of rhizome growth, hmin 0 m †

Max. depth limit of rhizome growth, hmax -2 m †

Prob. of no growth this time-step, pp 0.01 Estimate

Branching trigger lengths 0.6–81.1 cm From fieldwork

Prob. of segment dying, pd 0.0083 ‡

Table 2

Standard simulation parameters. Standard simulations were run for 200 time-steps

(1 time-step = 4 months). Estimated parameters were chosen such that, on average,

a crown density comparable to that observed in the field was obtained. †See Child

and Wade (2000). ‡Taken to be l/7 for expected length of 7 m.
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crowding response.

(2) Primary rhizomes are randomly assigned a direction of growth and a

branching trigger length is randomly drawn from a look-up table of seg-

ment lengths derived from our field data. These then extend by the growth

increment l/3 from the crown.

(3) Each segment is checked to see if its branching trigger length has been

exceeded. If so, the segment permanently ceases any further extension,

produces a ‘bud’ at this point and forms a ‘continuation’ segment which

continues growing in approximately the same direction as the parent

segment. In the field, buds are formed in the autumn. The plant then

over-winters and the buds may be activated in the following growth sea-

son (Child and Wade, 2000). The simulated buds are therefore activated

once they are a full year old (3 time-steps later). When this occurs a new

daughter rhizome begins to grow out from this point, the branching angle

of which is randomly chosen from a look-up table derived from the field

data distribution.

(4) Each segment tip is tested for crown viability to see if it should form a

crown at its tip. In the plant, stem formation is primarily regulated by

the levels of growth hormones present near buds (apical dominance). In

the simulation there are three criteria:

(a) The segment’s tip must not lie within one of the areas subject to

intraspecific competition (see step 1).

(b) The length from the tip to its parent crown traced back along the

rhizome network must be greater than a minimum distance based on

field data. This represents, very simply, apical dominance.

(c) The tip must lie within certain empirically-obtained depth limits.

If these criteria are met then there is a chance that a crown will form.
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This new crown would then begin sending out its own primary rhizomes

in the same way as the initial crown (step 2).

(5) Segments ‘die’ (become permanently inactive) via two mechanisms: i)

when they have reached their branching trigger length at the maximum

prescribed branching order from their parent crown (in our fieldwork this

was not seen to exceed 3 orders); ii) there is a small chance of each rhizome

segment expiring irrespective of its branching order at each time-step.

(6) The order in which branching and crown generation are carried out is

randomized so as to eliminate any bias that might occur as a result of a

fixed order. The sequence of rhizome segments to which these events are

applied is also randomised at each time-step.

(7) All active segments then undertake one step of a 3D correlated random

walk. The deviation of direction is weighted to lie within a fixed range of

the previous direction of growth (see Figure 7) and is selected randomly

from a uniform distribution between those limits. For every growth di-

rection decided upon, a check is subsequently made to make sure that

it falls within the required depth limit of 2 m (the typical limit of live

specimens). If it does not, the depth coordinate is changed to lie on the

boundary. This has the effect of shortening that particular step’s growth

length.

(8) Steps 3–7 are then iterated for the required number of time-steps and a

network of interconnected crowns and rhizome networks is developed.

We take one time step to represent 4 months such that 3 time-steps encom-

passes a full growth cycle of one year. We then set the extension per unit time

of rhizomes to be the mean of our new growth data divided by 3. This meant

that extension per unit time was short enough to provide a reasonable scope
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Fig. 7. An example of the growth in one time-step. Here a is the previous growth

vector and b is a potential choice of direction for this time-step. The dashed lines

represent the maximum possible change of direction in this plane for this step and

the continuation of the previous growth vector.

for rapid change of direction whilst retaining a convenient unit of time. Figure

8 shows a typical output of the simulation after 70 time-steps (about 23 years)

for clarity.
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Fig. 8. A typical output of the simulation at 70 time-steps (≈ 23 years). A top-down

view is shown on the right. Crown locations are marked with a large black circles

and rhizomes are represented by the thin, grey lines.
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4 Results

In this section we look first at the results obtained from simulations of the

model run under the standard parameter values and go on to discuss the effects

of varying some of the unknown parameters on the model output.

4.1 Standard Simulations

Figure 9 shows the mean crown density (left) and mean area evolution (right)

with time for a typical simulation of the model run under the standard pa-

rameter values (see Table 2). It can be seen that the crown density tends to

settle at around 1 crown per square metre from around t = 120 onwards.

This conforms with the density observed in the field of 1.08 crowns per square

metre. Fitting a least-squares polynomial to the mean area with time yields

a strong correlation to a quadratic expansion of area in time (R2 = 0.999).

Here, the area of the stand is taken to be the area of the convex hull formed

around the simulated stand’s constituent crowns. This quadratic expansion in

area, A, occurs in all simulations, the important consequence being that in

large time

A ≈ αt2 (1)

for some constant α. This constant indicates how fast a stand will grow and,

consequently, it is a useful parameter for characterising the effects of the un-

known parameters in the parameter surveys below. We note that for the sta-

tistical analysis, only those trials of the simulation that did not fail (whole

stand dies) are included so as not to skew the statistics. Indeed, the field-
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work focussed only on thriving stands. For 19 trials run under the standard

parameter values, no incidences of the entire stand dying were observed.
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Fig. 9. Mean crown density (left, 18 trials per data point) and mean area evo-

lution (right, 14 trials per data point) (solid lines) and ± 1 standard deviation

(dashed lines) against time for simulations of the model run under the standard pa-

rameter values (Tab. 2). The quadratic function yielding the best least-squares fit

(R2 = 0.999) to the mean area evolution results is A(t) = 0.0035t2−0.4032t+12.8568

for t ∈ [38, 200].

4.2 Parameter Surveys

The use of our field-data in the model meant that we were able to obtain

appropriate values for the majority of the parameters in the model. There

are only three unknown parameter values: c, δ and pp (see Tab. 2). With so

few unknowns it is therefore possible to carry out an extensive study on the

effect of these parameters. The stand characteristics studied in the parameter

surveys below are crown density and stand growth parameter α (equation 1).

Statistics were taken from those simulations that produced fully established

stands. This was defined to be stands that had exhibited area expansion for at

least 50 time-steps. Stands that had not exhibited area expansion for at least
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50 time-steps were omitted from the statistics. For stands that completely died

out we note the number of trials included in the statistics in the text below.

4.2.1 Maximum Deviation, δ

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the maximum deviation (angle of

maximum turn) allowed in the correlated random walk, δ, and the mean crown

density (left) and α (right).
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Fig. 10. The effects of δ (in degrees) on mean crown density (left, 5–18 trials per data

point) and growth parameter α (right, 3–14 trials per data point). Bars indicate ± 1

standard deviation. Other parameters in the trials are as given in Tab. 2.

For 0 ≤ δ ≤ 40 the predicted crown density remains almost constant at just

over 1 crown per square metre. For δ > 40 the general trend is monotonically

increasing with greater variability exhibited for larger δ. This is due to large

δ resulting in a slower rate of area expansion (see below) which means that

rhizomes have a higher likelihood of ‘filling in the gaps’ with new crowns,

leading to the observed higher crown density.

For δ ≥ 10 the area expansion curve is monotonically decreasing with increas-

ing δ as expected. The low value for α for the biologically unlikely case δ = 0
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is an artifact of the way the simulation works. The depth boundaries are zero-

flux and if a segment exceeds the depth limit during its growth phase then it

is adjusted such that its tip lies on the boundary. Therefore, since for δ = 0

there is no change of direction from one time-step to the next, once a segment

reaches either boundary it will continue to grow along that boundary. As the

simulation progresses this means that many rhizome segments will have grown

beneath the maximum depth required for crown generation with no chance of

re-entering the viable zone, resulting in an artificially reduced mean value for

α.

The fastest growth in area is exhibited in the range of 5–40◦, after which area

expansion becomes almost negligible in the studied time-scale. This is due to

the generation of highly tortuous rhizome segments, resulting in a restricted

outward expansion and, hence, a reduced growth rate. It is therefore likely

that an appropriate value for δ lies within the range of 5–40◦, which is also

supported by the predicted mean crown density above. The case in which

δ = 180◦ is equivalent to the rhizomes undertaking a simple random walk

rather than a correlated one. However, we note that since growth is occuring,

the A ≈ αt2 behaviour is preserved in this case.

No stand deaths were observed for simulations run under all parameter values

except δ = 70 (1 out of 9 trials) and δ = 170 (2 out of 46 trials).

4.2.2 Probability of a Crown Forming, c

Figure 11 shows the relationship between c, the probability of a crown form-

ing at the tip of a rhizome segment given that all of the other prerequisite

conditions have been met, and the mean crown density (left) and α (right).
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Fig. 11. The effects of c on mean crown density (left, 3–18 trials per data point) and

growth parameter α (right, 3–14 trials per data point). Bars indicate ±1 standard

deviation. Other parameters in the trials are as given in Tab. 2.

The general trend exhibited by the mean crown density is monotonically in-

creasing with c as expected. The crown density observed in the field of 1.08

crowns m−2 suggests that an appropriate value for c lies in the range 0.0029–

0.0145.

The general shape of the area curve indicates that α increases monotonically

with c; the greatest change occuring between c = 0.005 to c = 0.05. For

c > 0.05 the intraspecific competition conditions play a much greater role

in limiting the rate of area expansion due to the higher incidence of crown

generation. For small c the predicted mean value for α is very small and will

vanish as c → 0. This is mainly due to the fact that the probability of a

segment ‘dying’ (no further growth permanently), pd, becomes much larger

than c and hence rhizome segments are far more likely to die before they have

a chance to develop a new crown.

No stand deaths were observed for simulations run under all parameter values

except c = 0.0003625 (3 out of 100 trials), c = 0.0014 (2 out of 12 trials) and
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c = 0.0072 (1 out of 6 trials).

4.2.3 Probability of a Rhizome Remaining Stationary, pp

Figure 12 shows the relationship between pp, the probability that a rhizome

will not grow at any given time step, and the mean crown density (left) and

α (right).
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Fig. 12. The effects of pp on mean crown density (left, 7–18 trials per data point) and

growth parameter α (right, 6–14 trials per data point). Bars indicate ± 1 standard

deviation. Other parameters in the trials are as given in Tab. 2.

The mean crown density predicted by the simulations is not significantly af-

fected for pp ∈ [0, 0.4] with predicted densities lying in the range 1–1.2 crowns

m−2, but for pp > 0.4 the general trend is monotonically increasing with pp.

This is explained by the increase in time spent in viable areas due to the slower

rate of extension caused by the increased incidence of rhizomes remaining sta-

tionary.

As expected, the rate of area expansion is greatest for pp = 0, for which there is

no retardation of extension, and zero for pp = 1 since no growth will occur on

any time scale. The growth rate of the stand decreases with increasing pp since
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each rhizome is less likely to survive to form a crown due to random expiration

(pd) becoming an increasingly dominant factor. Indeed, no stand deaths were

observed for simulations run under all parameter values except for pp = 0.1 (1

out of 10 trials), pp = 0.8 (2 out of 18 trials) and, most significantly, pp = 0.9

(30 out of 177 trials).

5 Discussion

The correlated random walk model discussed in this paper accurately predicts

many of our field observations. Since the field data feature so heavily in the

model, the simulation is able to produce realistic maps of a rhizome network’s

structure. As such it serves as a useful basis for more complex models in terms

of a model free from any external influences such as management techniques,

rhizome fragment transport in riparian environments or predation. The model

could be used to predict the spread rates of existing stands or of new clones.

Management of F. japonica infestations can be extremely costly and it would

therefore be useful in the prioritisation and economic viability assessment of

sites for treatment. It also facilitates the estimation of biomass for a specific

stand, although further investigation of the variability in rhizome diameters

may be necessary here.

Modelling the development of a rhizome network at a single clone scale ne-

cessitates the use of the third dimension. Although some exceptional stands

can grow over 200 m2 in area, 30–100 m2 is more typical and at this scale the

third dimension still plays a significant part in its development. Furthermore,

the use of the third dimension in the correlated random walk is essential if

we wish to utilise our field data which was itself gleaned from a 3D structure.
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Its inclusion not only represents the biology more closely, but key measurable

data such as branching angles and segment lengths would be rendered irrele-

vant in a 2D model. Finally, 3D growth allows the rhizomes to circumnavigate

obstacles in an inhomogeneous environment. The modular nature of the sim-

ulation allows for easy implementation of barriers to growth if required. Some

of these are zero-flux (i.e. impenetrable) in nature, which may (e.g. walls and

fences) or may not (e.g a road) generally be negotiable by the plant, but others

may only affect growth rates (e.g poor or very dense substrate). The ability

to overcome these impediments as the plant does in the wild is crucial to the

formulation of a realistic model.

In this paper we constructed a 3D CRW model for the development of a

rhizome network in the invasive weed F. japonica. The collection and subse-

quent use of field data in the parameterisation and validation of the modelling

features strongly in this work and extensive study of the effects of the few

remaining unknown parameters on the crown density and rate of stand area

expansion was undertaken. The simulation demonstrated that the model so-

lutions are robust to changes in parameters, in that a small parameter change

only leads to a small quantitative change in results.

The quadratic expansion in time of a stand predicted by the model is en-

tirely consistent with the large time behaviour of a general reaction-diffusion

equation of the form

∂u

∂t
= D

(
∂2u

∂x2
+

∂2u

∂y2

)
+ rf(u) (2)

where u is the crown density, f(u) is a suitable growth function, D is the

diffusion coefficient and r is a growth rate constant. A very well studied form
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for f(u) is f(u) = u(1−u) where equation (2) is known as the Fisher equation

(Murray, 1993) with carrying capacity scaled to unity. It can be shown that

the radial expansion velocity, c, predicted by (2) is given by c = 2
√

rD and

hence A ≈ πc2t2 = 4πrDt2. Consequently, we can relate this to the CRW

model with

α = 4πrD (3)

by comparison with equation (1). Thus, a model like Fisher’s equation should

be a useful “phenomenological” equation for modelling stand expansion over

longer timescales and larger spatial scales (e.g. 10–100 m2) because they are

computationally more efficient to solve than the CRW model in such circum-

stances. Given appropriate field data the CRW model will allow the deduction

of a realistic value for α, which can then be used to estimate the product rD

(through equation 3). This can not be determined using our “snapshot” data

which is based on fieldwork from a single visit.

There exists a wide scope for extending this work. Further field data are highly

desirable in developing the model. Cain (1990) reports a wide variation in

the clonal growth parameters (branching angles, rhizome lengths and number

of daughter rhizomes) between different sample sites for Solidago altissima.

The same is likely to be true for F. japonica, suggesting that an area for

further research would be the collection of equivalent data to that used in this

report from different habitat types. The areas sampled were representative

of a typical roadside verge/woodland habitat. The fieldwork in Cornwall was

carried out on the periphery of a large stand and studied relatively young

crowns and rhizomes. Older rhizomes are known to grow to a much larger

diameter and it would be interesting to compare their properties with the
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newer growth. The soil also contained a lot of dumped material such as slate,

rubble, glass bottles and so on which is a typical feature of the way in which

F. japonica is spread by human activity, particularly fly-tipping. However, it

only represents a single sample stand from a single habitat type. There are

many different environments in which F. japonica may be found, e.g. sand

dunes or river gravel, and it is reasonable to assume that its behaviour might

be different in each. As well as the habitat type, environmental conditions

such as pH values, availability of water, soil stability, water-tables, mineral

content, altitude, sources of light and competition vary considerably and all

play a significant part in the performance of the plant. It would be interesting

to see how our data compare against variations in any of these factors. As

mentioned above, the properties of the long time spread on a larger scale may

be determined from this model and so the investigation of field spread rates

would therefore be extremely useful, particularly in validating the quadratic

expansion in time of the stand area predicted by the CRW model. It would

also facilitate the assignment of an appropriate value to α, which could then

be referenced against the parameter surveys to select appropriate parameter

values for those that remain unknown.

The model itself may also be extended in a number of ways. Hormonal signals

play a major role in the control of apical dominance, branching and crown

formation. Our model is phenomenological and a more biologically accurate

mechanism could be included for such hormonal control. Another area for

further development of the model would be to include the effects of some of

the management techniques employed to control the spread of F. japonica. Of

particular interest here would be the effects of different herbicides or a future

biocontrol agent.
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